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Let p be a prime integer and m be an integer, not divisible by p. Let K be the
splitting field of Xm!1 over the prime field F
p
. Solving the Gauss sums problem of
order m in characteristic p means determining Gauss sums of all multiplicative
characters of K of order dividing m. Our aim is to solve this problem when the
subgroup SpT is of index 2 in (Z/mZ)*. ( 1998 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let m be an odd positive integer and p be a prime which does not divide m.
Let K be a finite extension field of F
p
with [K :F
p
]"f. For any positive
integer n, set f
n
"exp(2in/n). Let s be a multiplicative character of K of order
m. The Gauss sum over K of order m associated to s is the algebraic integer
G
K
(s)" +
x|K*
s (x)fT3K@Fp(x)
p
3Q (f
m
, f
p
). (1)
If s"1, G
K
(s)"!1; otherwise DG
K
(s)D"Jq where q"pf.
For certain special characters, the associated Gauss sums have been
evaluated (see [1, 3, 4, 7]). But, in general, it is hard to determine these
sums explicitly. An interesting situation is the index 2 case, i.e., that in which
the subgroup SpT, generated by p, has index 2 in (Z/mZ)*. In [9], this case
was studied under the assumption that p"2 and m is a product of two
distinct primes. In this index 2 case the Gauss sums have been calculated347
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348 OUMAR D. MBODJif m"l in [1], and if m"l r in [7], where l is a prime such that l’3,
l,3 (mod 4).
In the index 2 case, m can have at most two prime divisors. If m has exactly
two prime divisors k and l, the pair (m, p) satisfies the index 2 case if and only
if gcd (/ (a), / (b))"2 and one of the following conditions holds:
I. k,1, 3 (mod 4), ord
a
(p)"/ (a) and l"3 (mod 4), ord
b
(p)"/(b)/2,
II. k,1 (mod4), ord
a
(p)"/ (a) and l"3 (mod4), ord
b
(p)"/ (b),
where a"ks , b"l r, and m"ab.
It is the aim of this paper to provide techniques for computing Gauss sums
in the general index 2 case. I think that these techniques were first used by
Koblitz in [5] to compute some Jacobi sums.
THEOREM 1.1 [Davenport—Hasse Theorem]. ‚et s be a nontrivial multipli-
cative character of K. ‚et ‚/K be a finite extension field. „hen
!G
L
(s °NL@K)"(!1)*L
:K+G
L
(s)*L:K+. (2)
Proof. See [6, 8]. j
LEMMA 1.2. ‚et ‚/K be a finite extension field. If q,1 (modm) and
s varies over all multiplicative characters of K of order dividing m, then s ° NL@K
varies over all multiplicative characters of ‚ of order dividing m.
Proof. See [8, p. 258, exercise 5.12]. j
We may suppose that K is the splitting field of Xm!1 over F
p
. In fact,
according to Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, if all Gauss sums of order m of
K are computed, we can determine all Gauss sums of order m of any finite
extension field ‚/F
p
.
Now, we observe the action of the Galois automorphisms on Gauss sums.
The Galois group of the cyclotomic field Q (f
m
, f
p
) is isomorphic to
(Z/mZ)*](Z/pZ)*. We denote p
u,v
the automorphism whose action is defined
by p
u,v
f
m
"fu
m
and by p
u,v
f
p
"fv
p
. We denote p
u,1
by p
u
. From (1), it is easy to
obtain
p
u,v
G
K
(s)"sN u(v)G
K
(su), p
p
G
K
(s)"G
K
(s). (3)
It follows from the first relation to (3) that if s is trivial on F*
p
, then the
Gauss sum G
K
(s) lies in the fixed field Q(f
m
) of M1N]F*
p
. The importance of
this remark will be obvious in what follows. It is clear that the complexity of
determining Gauss sums depends on the index [(Z/mZ)* :SpT].
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Consider the following diagram:
(p)P p P P P P
Y Y Y Y
Q PQ (f
m
)PQ(f
m
, f
p
)PQ(f
q~1
, f
p
)
In the preceding diagram (p), p, P, and P are prime ideals in the ring of
integers of the indicated field.
The ring of integers of Q(f
q~1
, f
p
) is Z[f
q~1
, f
p
] and K is isomorphic to
Z[f
q~1
, f
p
]/P. Hence the restriction of the natural homomorphism from
Z[f
q~1
, f
p
] to Z[f
q~1
, f
p
]/P to the group of (q!1)th roots of unity is an
isomorphism. The inverse of this isomorphism is a multiplicative character of
order q!1 of K. It is called the Teichmu¨ller character associated to P and is
denoted uP .
Let d"(q!1)/m, then the Gauss sum associated to u~d
P
is given by
G
K
(u~dP )" +
x|K*
u~dP (x)fT3K@Fp(x)p .
In the group algebra Q[(Z/mZ)*], we define
h(d, m, p)" +
t|(Z@mZ)*
T
td
q!1U p~1t ,
called the Stickelberger element (SzT is the fractional part of the rational z).
Every integer x can be written uniquely in the form +n
i/0
a
i
pi where
04a
i
(p. We denote by s
p
(x) the sum of all a
i
. The following lemma is
proved in [4].
LEMMA 2.1. For any integer z, 04z(q!1, we have
s
p
(z)"(p!1)f~1+
i/ 0
T
piz
q!1U.
THEROEM 2.2. ‚et m be a positive integer. ‚et p be a prime such that
gcd(p, m)"1, and let f be the order of p modulo m. Fix a prime P of Q(f
q~1
, f
p
)
lying above p. ‚et uP be the „eichmu( ller character associated to P. ‚et
s"u~dP , where d" (q!1)/m. „hen
(G
K
(u~dP ))"P&tsp(td)p~1t "P(p~1)&t&f~1i/0 Spitd@(q~1)Tp~1t LZ[fm , fp],
350 OUMAR D. MBODJwhere t varies over all elements of a set of integers representing the cosets of
(Z/mZ)* modulo the subgroup SpT.
Proof. The complete proof of this theorem is in [10]; see also [4]. j
COROLLARY 2.3. Assume the same conditions as in „heorem 2.2. If m is
prime to p!1, we have
(G
K
(w~dP ) )"ph(d,m,p)LZ[fm].
Proof. Since gcd(m, p!1)"1, m divides (q!1)/(p!1). Hence s is triv-
ial on F*
p
. Thus G
K
(s) 3Q(f
m
). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that
h (d, m, p)"+
t
f~1
+
i/0
T
pitd
q!1Up~1tpi 3Z[(Z/mZ)*].
We obtain the desired identity by applying Theorem 2.2 and using the fact
that p"Pp~1 and p
p
(p)"p (see [4, pp. 196, 197]). j
THEOREM 2.4. If ‚ is a quadratic extension of K and if s is a character of
order m’1 dividing q#1, then
G
L
(s)"G
q, if m is odd or
q#1
m
is even
!q, if m is even and q#1
m
is odd.
In particular, if the characteristic of K is 2, then G
L
(s)"q.
Proof. See [7]. j
3. NEW GAUSS SUMS
Let m be an odd positive integer. Let p be a prime, such that the pair (m, p)
satisfies the index 2 case. Let K be the splitting field of Xm!1 over F
p
. Then
f"[K : F
p
]"/ (m)/2.
In what follows, if n3N* and x3(Z/nZ), we set [x]
n
"min My3N,
y,x (mod n)N. Addition [x]
n
#[y]
n{
is calculated in Z. For example
[18]
7
#[11]
5
"4#1"5.
The following is proved in [2]:
QUADRATIC GAUSS SUMS 351PROPOSITION 3.1. ‚et F be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant
D(!4. „hen the class number h of F is given by
h"! 1
DD D
+
x|(Z@@D@Z)R
g (x)[x]
@D@
,
where g is the character of the field F defined in [2, Chapter III, Section 8, 2].
In all applications which follow this Proposition, g coincides with the
Jacobi symbol associated to DD D.
PROPOSITION 3.2 [Langevin]. ‚et m"l r, where l is a prime such that
l’3 and l,3 (mod4). ‚et s"u~dP be (as in „heorem 2.2) the character of
order m of K. ‚et h be the class number of Q(J!l). „hen the Gauss sum
G
K
(s) is completely determined up to complex conjugation by
G
K
(s)"p(f~h)@2(a#bi),
where i"(!1#J!l )/2 and where a and b are two integers defined by
(i) gcd(p, b)"1,
(ii) (a, b) is a point of the ellipse a2!ab#b2l`1
4
"ph,
(iii) 2a!b,!2p(f`h)@2(mod l ) and b’0.
Proof. We give the main idea of the proof. The Gauss sum G
K
(s) lies in
the fixed field Q(J!l) of SpT]F*
p
. We know—see [2,4]—that (p) is
completely decomposed in Z[i], the ring of integers of Q (Jl); thus,
(p)"))6 , )"pWZ[i], )O)6 , (4)
where p is a prime of Z[f
m
] lying above ). Corollary 2.3 gives the formula
(G
K
(s))"(p)(f~h)@2)6 h ;
moreover there are integers a and b such that )h"(a#bi) or )6 h"(a#bi).
j
3.1. First Case
We suppose that m"kslr, lO3 and condition I in the Introduction holds.
Let ) be the prime of Z[i] defined in (4). Fix a prime P of Q(f
q~1
, f
p
) lying
above ). let uP be the Teichmu¨ller character associated to P and let
s"u~dP , where d"(pf!1)/m. In this Section p"PWZ[fm].
352 OUMAR D. MBODJSince (l!1)/2"ordl (p)’1, lO3 and (k!1)"ordk (p)’1, it follows
that gcd(p!1, m)"1. Then G
K
(s)3Z[f
m
].
Let R be the group of quadratic residues modulo l and let RM be the set of
non-quadratic resiudes modulo l. We have the following formula proved in
[4, p. 77, exercise 11]:
+
x|R
fxl"(!1#J!l )/2"i. (5)
Therefore, the fixed field of SpT]F*
p
is Q(J!l) and thus the Gauss sum
G
K
(s) belongs to Z[i]. The pair (1, i) is an integral basis for Z[i].
According to Lemma 2.1, the Stickelberger element associated to G
K
(s) is
given by
h(d, m, p)"t#t@p
~1
,
where
t" 1
p!1 spA
pf!1
m B"
f~1
+
i/0
T
pi
mU and t@"
1
p!1 spA
1!pf
m B.
Thus
mt"f~1+
i/0
[pj]
m
.
Furthermore, for any z, 04z4m!1, if k3R, then
(z3R)8G
z3SpT,
or else
z"yk with y3R,
.
and, if k NR, then
(z3R)8G
z3SPT,
or else
z"yk with y3RM .
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mt"f~1+
j/0
[pj]
m
"k
slr~1~1
+
x/0
+
y|R
1yy:l
(lx#y)!k
s~1lr~1~1
+
x/0
+
y|RM
1yy:l
k (lx#y)
"m / (ks)/ (lr )
4
#kslr~1
l~1
+
x/1
A
x
lBx
"m( f/2!h) (Proposition 3.1),
where h is the class number of Q (J!l ).
By a similar calculation we obtain t"f/2 when k3R.
PROPOSITION 3.3. If k is a quadratic residue modulo l, then the Gauss sum
G
K
(s) is given by
G
K
(s)"pf@2.
Proof. We apply Corollary 2.3 to yield
(G
K
(s))"ph(d,m,p)"pf@2(1`p~1)3Z[f
m
].
Since )"pWZ[i] and G
K
(s)3Z[i], we get
(G
K
(s))")f@2(1`p~1)"(p)f@2.
But the units of Z[i] can only be $1. Hence
G
K
(s)"$pf@2.
We now determine the correct sign in the expression above.
Let j be a multiplicative character of order / (ks ) of F
p((k
s) . Using Theorems
1.1 and 2.4, we get
G
K
(j ° NK@Fp((ks) )"(!1)(((
l r)@2~1p(((ks)@2)(((l r) @2).
354 OUMAR D. MBODJTherefore,
G
K
(s)l r, +
x|K*
sl r(x)fl rT3K@Fp(x)
p
(mod l)
, +
x|K*
sN l r (lr )sl r (x)fT3K@Fp (x)
p
(mod l)
,G
K
(sl r ) (mod l) (s is trival on F*
p
)
,(!1) (((l r)@2)~1p(((ks)@2) (((lr)@2) (mod l) (Lemma 1.2),
and, since /(lr)/2 is odd, the correct sign is #. j
PROPOSITION 3.4. ‚et h be the class number of Q (J!l ). If k is a non-
quadratic residue modulo l, the Gauss sum G
K
(s) is given by
G
K
(s)"pt(a#bi)2,
where t"( f/2!h), and a, b are the two integers defined in Proposition 3.2.
Proof. Let ) be the prime of Z[i] lying above p, defined in (4). We have
seen that the Stickelberger element h(d, m, p) associated to G
K
(s) is
h(d, m, p)"t(1#p
~1
)#2hp
~1
.
So, with Corollary 2.3,
(G
K
(s))")h(d,m,p)
")t(1`p~1)`2hp~1
"(p)t()6 h )2,
and, since 1 and !1 are the only units of Z[i],
G
K
(s)"$pt(a#bi)2.
We now specify the sign. As previously, we have
pf@2,G
K
(s)l r (mod l)
,$ptCAa2!ab#b2
1!l
4 B#iJlAab!
b2
2 BD
l r
(mod l).
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$2,ptC2ph!b2
l#1
2
#b2 1!l
2 D (mod l)
,2pt`h (mod l).
Since f/2"t#h, the G
K
(s)"pt(a#bi)2. j
THEOREM 3.5. ‚et h be the class number of Q (J!l ). For 14i(s and
14j(r, the Gauss sum G
K
(skil j ) is given by
G
K
(skil j)"G
pf@2
p(f~2kil jh)@2(a#bi)2kilj
if k3R,
if k NR,
where a, b are the two integers defined in Proposition 3.2.
Proof. We prove the case in which k NR. Let m@"ks~ilr~j and let K@ be
the splitting field of Xm{!1 over F
p
. Set f @"[K@ :F
p
]. There exists a
character j of K@ of order m@ such that skil j"j ° NK@K{ (see Lemma 1.2). We
apply Proposition 3.4 to yield
G
K{
(j)"p(f {~2h)@2(a#bi)2 or G
K{
(j)"p(f{~2h)@2(a#biN )2.
Using the Davenport—Hasse relation, we get
G
K
(skil j)"p(f~2kil jh)@2(a#bi)2kil j or
G
K
(skil j )"p(f~2kil jh)@2(a#biN )2kil j.
Furthermore, if vp is the p-adic valuation, we get using Corollary 2.3,
vpGK
(skil j )"lpGK (u~dk
ilj
p )"
f~1
+
t/0
T
ptdkilj
q!1 U
"f~1+
t/0
T
ptkilj
m U"kilj
f {~1
+
t/0
T
pt
m@U
"kilj f @!2h
2
" f!2kiljh
2
. j
3.2. Second Case
We suppose that m"kslr, !1 NSpT modulo m and condition II in the
Introduction holds.
356 OUMAR D. MBODJLet P be a prime of Q(f
q~1
, f
p
) lying above p. Let uP be the Teichmu¨ller
character associated to P and let s"u~dP , where d"(pf!1)/m.
Because gcd(p!1, m)"1, it follows that G
K
(s)3Z[f
m
]. Further, since
there are only three subgroups SpT, S!pT, and Sp2, !p2T of index 2 in
(Z/mZ)*, there are three quadratic subfields of Q (f
m
) over Q, namely Q(Jk),
Q(J!l ), and Q(J!kl). But if the Legendre symbols (x/k) and (x/l) are
!1, then SpT does not fix the fields Q(Jk) and Q(J!l ). Thus
G
K
(s)3Z[u"(!1#J!kl)/2], the ring of integers of Q(J!kl).
LEMMA 3.6. „he ideal (p) splits completely in Z[u]: indeed,
(p)"))6 , )"pWZ[u], )O)6 ,
where p is a prime of Z[f
m
] lying above the prime ) of Q (J!kl ).
Proof. Since !kl"1 (mod 4), the discriminant of Q(J!kl) is equal to
!kl.
f If p"2, the Legendre symbols (2/k) and (2/l) are !1. So, k,$3
(mod8) and l,$3 (mod8). But k,1 (mod4) and l,3 (mod4); hence
k,5 (mod8) and l,3 (mod8) and thus !kl,1 (mod8). The desired
result follows from [4, Proposition 13.1.4].
f If pO2, using the quadratic reciprocity law and the fact that k,1
(mod4) and l,3 (mod4), we get
(!kl/p)"(!1/p) (k/p) (l/p)
"(!1)(p~1)@2(!1)((k~1)@2)((p~1)@2)(p/k) (!1)((l~1)@2)((p~1)@2)(p/l)
"(!1)(p~1)@2(!1)(p~1)@2
"1.
We know (see [4, Proposition 13.1.3]) that in this case, (p) splits in Z[u]. j
The following step is the determination of the Stickelberger element
h"t#t@p
~1
, where t and t@ are defined by
t" 1
p!1 spA
pf!1
m B and t@"
1
p!1 spA
1!pf
m B.
QUADRATIC GAUSS SUMS 357PROPOSITION 3.7. „he integers t and t@ are given by
mt" +
x|SpT
[x]
m
"m f!h
2
and mt@" +
x|WpX
[!x]
m
"m f#h
2
,
where h is the class number of the field Q(J!kl).
Proof.
f Suppose that s and r are odd. Since (x/m)"1 if and only if the residues
of x modulo k and modulo l are both quadratic residues or both non-
quadratic residues. We deduce that for all x in (Z/mZ)*, we have
A
x
mB"A
x
klB.
Now, we prove the formula
+
x|(Z@mZ)R
A
x
mB [x]m" +
x|WpX
[x]
m
! +
x|WpX
[!x]
m
"!mh. (6)
Let m@"ks~1lr~1. Note that
(z3 (Z/mZ)*)8([z]
m
"klx#[y]
kl
, 04x(m@ and [y]
kl
3 (Z/klZ)* ).
Consequently,
+
z|(Z@mZ)R
A
z
mB [z]m"
m{~1
+
x/0
+
y|(Z@klZ)R
A
y
klB (klx#[y]kl )
" +
y|(Z@klZ)R
A
y
klB
m{~1
+
x/0
(klx#[y]
kl
)
" +
y|(Z@klZ)R
A
y
klBAm
m@!1
2
#m@[y]klB
"m@ +
y|(Z@klZ)R
A
y
klB [y]kl
"!mh (Proposition 3.1).
Furthermore, since !1 NSpT, we have
+
Z Z R
[x]
m
" + [x]
m
# + [!x]
m
"m / (m)
2
. (7)x|( @m ) x|WpX x|WpX
358 OUMAR D. MBODJFrom formulas (6) and (7) we deduce the desired result (in the case where
s and r are odd).
f Suppose that s is even and r is odd. Let m@"ks~1lr and denote by
SpT
m{
the subgroup of (Z/m@Z)* generated by p. Consider the bijection from
(Z/kZ)](Z/m@Z)* to (Z/mZ)* defined by
([x]
k
, [y]
m{
)>m@[x]
k
#[y]
m{
.
The image of (Z/kZ)]SpT
m{
is SpT. Then we have
+
z|WpX
[z]
m
"k~1+
x/0
+
y|WpXm{
(m@x#[y]
m{
)
"m /(m)
4
!m / (m@)
4
#k m@
/ (m@)
2
!h
2
"m
/(m)
2
!h
2
"m f!h
2
.
(In this argument we have used the case where s and r are odd.)
Suppose now that s and r are both even. Set m@"ks~1l r~1 and consider
the bijection from (Z/klZ)](Z/m@Z)* to (Z/mZ)* defined by
([x]
kl
, [y]
m{
)>m@[x]
kl
#[y]
m{
.
The image of (Z/klZ)]SpT
m{
is SpT. Consequently,
+
z|WpX
[z]
m
"k
l~1
+
x/0
+
y|WpXm{
(m@x#[y]
m{
)
"m / (m@)
2
m@kl
kl!1
2
#kl +
y|WpXm{
[y]
m{
"m / (m)
4
!m / (m@)
4
#klm@
/ (m@ )
2
!h
2
QUADRATIC GAUSS SUMS 359"m
/ (m)
2
!h
2
"m f!h
2
.
The case where s is odd and r is even is similar to the case where s is even and
r is odd. j
PROPOSITION 3.8. ‚et h be the class number of Q(J!kl). Suppose that
!1NSpT modulo m. „he Gauss sum G
K
(s) is completely determined up to
complex conjugation by
G
K
(s)Opt(a#bu),
where t"( f!h)/2, u"(!1#J!kl )/2 and where a and b are two inte-
gers defined by
(i) p does not divide b,
(ii) (a, b) is a point of the ellipse a2!ab#b2kl`1
4
"ph,
(iii) 2a!b,2ph@2 (mod l).
Proof. Set F"Q (J!kl ). Let ) be a prime of Z[u] lying above p.
Since the units of Z[u] can only be $1 and since )h is principal, there exists
at most four pairs of rational integers (a, b) such that )6 h"(a#bu) or
)6 h"(a#bu). These four pairs are determined by the following conditions:
(1) ph"N()6 h)"N
F@Q
(a#bu)"a2!ab#b2kl`1
4
,
(2) gcd(p, a)"1 or gcd(p, b)"1.
Assertion (1) shows that if p divides b, then p divides a. It follows that (2)
and (i) are equivalent.
Let p be a prime of Z[m
m
] above p. We apply Corollary 2.3,
(G
K
(s))"ph(d,m,p)3Z[f
m
],
where the Stickelberger element h (d, m, p) is, by Proposition 3.7,
h (d, m, p)"t(1#p
~1
)#hp
~1
, t" f!h
2
.
360 OUMAR D. MBODJBut because G
K
(s)3Z[u], we then have
(G
K
(s))")h(d,m,p)
")t(1`p~1)`hp~1
"(p)t)6 h.
Then the Gauss sum G
K
(s) is, up to complex conjugation, given by
G
K
(s)"pt (a#bu) or G
K
(s)"pt (!a!bu).
It is clear that condition (iii) determines which of these two values is the
correct one. To prove this condition, we proceed as follows.
For the following calculation, see the proof of Proposition 3.3:
G
K
(s)l r, +
x|KR
sl r(x)flrTrK@Fp(x)p (mod l)
, +
x|KR
slr (x)fTrK@Fp (x)p (mod l)
,1 (mod l).
Furthermore, since the Gauss sum is of the form G
K
(s)"pt(a@#b@u), we have
G
K
(s)l r,p(f~h)@2(a@#b@u)]l r (mod l)
,p~h@2(a@#b@ul r ) (mod l)
,p~h@2(a@!2~1b@ ) (mod l)
This proves condition (iii) and we are done. j
THEOREM 3.9. ‚et h be the class number of Q(J!kl). ‚et 14i(s and
14j(r. „he Gauss sum G
K
(skil j ) is given by
G
K
(skilj)"p(f~kiljh)@2 (a#bu)kilj,
where a and b are given by Proposition 3.8.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5. j
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